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Berenberg Macro Flash 

GREECE: SYRIZA STILL IN ITS BUBBLEGREECE: SYRIZA STILL IN ITS BUBBLEGREECE: SYRIZA STILL IN ITS BUBBLEGREECE: SYRIZA STILL IN ITS BUBBLE    

Greece may run out of money to service its debt and pay pensions and salaries within less than a month. Howev-

er, it remains far from a deal with its creditors, apparently playing a holding game in which deliberate brinkman-

ship seems to combine with inexperience and incompetence. The outline of reforms which Greek officials dis-

cussed with creditors over the weekend reportedly fell far short of what creditors could accept. Instead of struc-

tural reforms of the labour market and pensions, Syriza wants to raise revenues to the tune of €3bn this year by 

stricter tax enforcement, adjustments to VAT exemptions and a reform of the property tax. Higher taxes and less 

structural reform would the worst of both worlds, stifling the economy now and curtailing trend growth at the 

same time. The creditor institutions are rightly insisting on growth enhancing supply-side reform. Also, the insti-

tutions seem to share our view that, after the damage to confidence and tax receipts caused by the new govern-

ment already, Greek projections for 1.5% real GDP growth this year and a primary fiscal surplus are not realistic.  

 

Markets remain firmly shut for Greece with 3-year yields at 20% and Fitch downgrading Greece’s credit rating 

from B to CCC on Friday. Pleas for Russian help, which Syriza leftwingers are sending out, are futile in our view. 

Russia can’t afford to support Greece with the serious amounts the country needs. Instead, such signals could 

further damage relations with the only possible source of help, Greece’s Eurozone partners. We expect Greece to 

eventually fall in line, but meanwhile more time will be lost during which the Greek economy and Greek banks 

will likely weaken further, failing to enjoy the economic tailwinds for the rest of the Eurozone. The next formal 

euro group meeting is not scheduled before 24 April. 

 

FRANCE: “MERKOZY” AGAIN?FRANCE: “MERKOZY” AGAIN?FRANCE: “MERKOZY” AGAIN?FRANCE: “MERKOZY” AGAIN?    

Led by former President Sarkozy, France’s centre-right opposition swept to victory in the second round of the 

regional elections on Sunday. They will control at least 67 of the 101 contested départments, up from 40, while 

President Hollande’s centre-left Socialist Party will run 34, down from 63. This success will energise Sarkozy and 

put him in the pole position to return to the Elysée palace in 2017. Meanwhile. the tail risk of a populist upset has 

receded. Marine Le Pen’s Front National did not win any départments and only 43-47 out of the 1905 cantons. The 

results highlight how the French election system thwarts Le Pen’s chances to have any influence over French poli-

tics despite her party polling around 25% in opinion surveys. 

 

What Sarkozy’s return to power could mean for Europe remains to be seen. The “Merkozy” tandem was crucial in 

decision making at the height of the euro crisis. If elected, Sarkozy is likely to want to assert himself and France 

initially, which may lead to some frictions with Germany, before the two would return to the usual relatively 

smooth cooperation. The big hope would be that Mr Sarkozy would finally tackle France’s urgent labour reform 

and thus allow the Grande Nation to live up to its great economic potential. Whether Hollande’s Socialists, who 

seem to have little to lose, now react with more substantive reform proposals remains to be seen. 

    

GERMAN WAGES: GOLDILOCKS IS BACKGERMAN WAGES: GOLDILOCKS IS BACKGERMAN WAGES: GOLDILOCKS IS BACKGERMAN WAGES: GOLDILOCKS IS BACK    

Not too hot, not to cold. As in the US and the UK, the return to nearly full employment in Germany is not fuelling 

any serious surge in wage inflation. Helped by low headline inflation, German wage deals are running slightly 

below our expectations. In a first major deal for parts of the public sector, unions just settled for a two-year deal. 

Adjusted for some additional fringe benefits, the pay rises of 2.1% from March 2015 onwards and a further 2.3% in 

March 2016 add up to annualised gains of 2.4%. That is roughly in line with a recent 17-month pay deal for the 

chemicals industry (2.5% on an annualised basis) and a bit below the annualised increase of 2.8% which mighty IG 
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Metall union had secured in mechanical engineering in a 15-month accord. We had projected wage gains just shy 

of 3% for 2015. 

 

The restrained wage deals are good for the German economic outlook. Whereas the new minimum wage will 

probably cause some job losses at the lower end of the pay spectrum, the overall wage deals will not make the 

German jobs machine stutter. With employment growth of 1% and inflation likely to average less than 0.5% in 

2015, an overall rise in wages of 2.5% leaves room for a gain in private consumption well above 2% this year. Ger-

many is clearly doing its bit to keep the rebalancing of Europe on track. In addition, the lack of serious wage pres-

sures despite virtual full employment should help to keep the Bundesbank inflation hawks at bay.  

 

GEOPOLITICS: MIXED NEWSGEOPOLITICS: MIXED NEWSGEOPOLITICS: MIXED NEWSGEOPOLITICS: MIXED NEWS    

Iran deal? Iran deal? Iran deal? Iran deal? Negotiators are reportedly inching closer to a preliminary deal about Iran’s nuclear programme ahead 

of an end-March deadline. If a deal is struck and then complemented by a more detailed agreement by mid-2015, 

it could pave the way for the end of sanctions, more Iranian oil exports and – possibly – a more constructive role 

for Iran in dealing with the myriad Sunni-Shia conflicts in the Middle East. For the world economy, the re-

integration of Iran could help to keep oil prices lower for longer and mitigate the risks that conflicts elsewhere 

such as in Libya might pose to global oil supply. 

 

Russia preparing a new attack? Russia preparing a new attack? Russia preparing a new attack? Russia preparing a new attack? After a period of less intense fighting in Eastern Ukraine, Russia is apparently 

sending again more tanks and other heavy equipment into eastern Ukraine according to some US sources. If so, 

this could be a preparation for an assault on Mariupol, a big city that matters strategically because of its port, its 

major steel plants and its location on the way from Russia to Russian-occupied Crimea. Russia poses the biggest 

tail risk to our optimistic outlook for Europe. If Russia goes beyond a small-scale rounding off of its rebel fief-

doms in Eastern Ukraine and stages a major new war – or if the fall in Russian living standards (real wages down 

9.9% in February) causes major violent unrest in Russia, the resulting confidence shock could derail the firming 

Eurozone upturn for a while. So far, these are just remote tail risks. In its military aggressions against Ukraine, 

Russia has so far stayed below the level that would trigger a massive Western response. If Russia sticks to that 

pattern, the economic impact on Europe would remain muted, as it was in the last period of intense fighting in 

Eastern Ukraine in January and February. 

 

PORTUGAL: MADEIRA HIGHLIGHTS POLITICAL STABILITYPORTUGAL: MADEIRA HIGHLIGHTS POLITICAL STABILITYPORTUGAL: MADEIRA HIGHLIGHTS POLITICAL STABILITYPORTUGAL: MADEIRA HIGHLIGHTS POLITICAL STABILITY    

In the last regional election before the general elections in September or October, the governing centre-right So-

cial Democrat Party won 44.3% on the island of Madeira, in line with the pre-election opinion polls. Although the 

party lost 4 percentage points compared to the last election, it defended its absolute majority as the opposition 

centre-left Socialist Party (11.4%, no change from 2011) disappointed. The regional elections on a remote island 

will not have much to do with national elections, where the Socialists are comfortably leading in the polls. But the 

political stability highlights that Portugal is not as prone to left-wing populist upstarts as Greece. 
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